RZ500

Orthoquad is proud to introduce its RZ500 scooter. This brand
new model was designed to provide an unbeatable equipment /
price ratio. Powered by a reliable and powerful 450 watt motor
and paired with two 40 amp batteries, it can reach up to
12 km/h with an impressive range. With its active four-wheel
suspension, the RZ500 offers a high level of comfort even on
rough terrain.

Discover a NEW WAY OF DRIVING
and enjoy your freedom with
the Orthoquad RZ500!

It has a long list of standard luxury features: High-power front
LED headlight for maximum brightness with minimum
maintenance, a comfortable high-back fully adjustable seat
with headrest and armrests also adjustable, a lockable front
basket, a cup holder, two mirrors, and solid steel made front,
rear and side bumpers for maximum safety. You will also enjoy
its FM radio with bluetooth speaker and its USB ports allowing
you to charge small electronic devices like your mobile phone.

DIGITAL DISPLAY
Bluetooth speaker

The steering is equipped with an easily adjustable hydraulic
spring system for ergonomic positioning of the user. The
RZ500 is also equipped with an improved delta tiller that
makes you control acceleration by hand or thumb. You will also
find the latest driving assistance technologies on the new easy
to read control panel with integrated digital display. The
RZ500 is also covered by a 2 year warranty on engine and
transmission.

USB charging ports

FM Radio

ALWAYS GET MORE
WITH THE RZ500!
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Length
Width
Maximum forward speed
Weight capacity
Scooter weight W/O batt
Suspension

Up to

30-40
km

watt

AH

450

40

CHARCOAL
GREY

51’’
25’’
12 km/h
140kg (310 lbs)
75kg (165 lbs)
Front and Rear

*Varies with user weight, terrain type, battery charge, battery and tire condition
**AGM or gel type required

Range per charge
Motor
Wheel size
Battery
Battery charger
Braking system

4 wheel
full suspension

Up to 30-40km*
450W – 24V DC
10’’ pneumatic
12V-40Ah
24V 5-amp
Electro-magnetic fully automatic

ear
2 yyear
POWERTRAIN
WARRANTY

